
 

1 Part I
To use node voltage analysis we must take care of
the presence ofthe voltage source using one ofthethree
methods discussed in class

1 source transformation
2 grandly a node conveniently

3 supernode

We cannot use 1
because it involvesmodifying the

arm it something that the question
statement says we

cannot do Re 2 ground hasalready beenchosen

and not in a convenient way to take care ofthe

voltage source Therefore
we have to use a spenode

This superude is the result of combining
nodes and
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The equation defining the synod is
0.5pointVe Ve Vs

Next we write KCLforthe sporode

GsVa Va GCV VB O EI point

where we are using Gi I for convenience
We also have to write KCLfor nodes BO and

KCL
tosprint

G Va Va GaVA O

KCL

GsV13 G VB VE G V13 Vp 0 50.5point

KCL 0.5point
G VE VB is

with these we have 59segggingygfightIn matrix form
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Part II
In terms of the mode voltages

we love

ItspointVx VB

Ix GutVa Et Ipoint

Part III

If source transformation was
allowed we could have

transformed the voltage source
which is a problem

for node voltage analysis
in series with RI or mad

into a ament source in parallel with the

corresponding resistor This
world also have decreased

the number of nodes by one hence simplifying

the setting up of the NV Gators
5 2points



2 Part I

We turn off all the sources in
the arait and obtain

the arait below

where the voltage source getsreplacedby a shortItaltit
and the current source by an open arait Itoispoint

Next we use association of resistors to simplify it

further Note that
R and R2 are in series so

f
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Moreover there is no arent going through Rz because

ofthe open armit so it is as if that resistor was
not there

1
Rita Ito5point

Ry and R are in series so we simplify as

Ito5pointRifat
Finally the two remaining

resistors are in parallel

so

1
REQ

Rea RHI Rats

agist
to 5point



Part II
We turn off the voltage source substituting it by
a short circuit as

to 5point

Since the resistor R is in series with a current

source from the point of view of the rest of the
avant and in particular to compute the open

aren't voltage this is epimlent t

fun
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is Rs Eto.sport
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Now we observe that R and R2 are in series

so

10
a

f
Rs Etosprint

Lmao

Ritz
Next we use source transformation and

torn the current source
in parallel w Rs int

a voltage source in series with Rs

10
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Finally we see that the open amit voltage

is the voltage drop seen by the resister RitRa

which can be computed by voltage division

VAB VAR REFÉECRsis
Itspoint

tht tfturnoff the anent source substituting it
by an open avant

as

to 5point

R does not play any role
because of the

lack of ament going through
it so we redrawas



is
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kWL

Etospout
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We see that the open arait voltage is
the

son of the voltage chops seen Sy
R and Rs

This we can find using voltage division

Va RELIEF s Esprit

Part IV

By superposition the open
circuit merge

as seen from terminals
and BO is the

son of the answers of Art II voltage sorce

off and Part III arent source off
Itspoint



Therefore

Vt Voc VAB VAB

R.IEF Rsis KIRitRztRgtRgVs

É itosms

From Rrt I

R Rea CIII.IEIeo.g

Therefore the Theremin equivalent is
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